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Nomenclature of Targets and Ligands  

Key protein targets and ligands in this article are hyperlinked to corresponding entries in 

http://www.guidetopharmacology.org, and are permanently archived in the Concise Guide to 

PHARMACOLOGY 2019/20. [1] 
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What is already known about this subject? 

x Unfractionated heparin (UFH) has antiviral properties against SARS-CoV-2 at 

therapeutically relevant concentrations, as well as anti-inflammatory and 

anticoagulant effects. 

x Inhaled nebulised UFH has shown to improve outcomes in pre-pandemic 

experimental and clinical studies of acute lung injury and ARDS. 

x There is a strong scientific rationale for urgent investigation of the therapeutic 

potential of inhaled nebulised UFH for COVID-19. 

 

What this study adds? 

x This meta-trial is a prospective individual patient data analysis of on-going 

randomised trials and early phase studies, to determine whether inhaled nebulised 

UFH improves outcomes in hospitalised patients with COVID-19. 

x The collective goal of this meta-trial is to reach a conclusion about the efficacy of 

inhaled UFH in COVID-19 as quickly as possible by pooling information from 

multiple clinical trials not originally configured as a network. 

x The pragmatic design effectively deals with recruitment difficulties that could occur 

in individual studies given the uncertainties of the international dynamics of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. 

x Individual studies contributing to the meta-trial are conducted in multiple countries, 

which improves effect size estimates across different conditions as well as the 

external validity of the results. 
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Abstract 

Introduction 

Inhaled nebulised unfractionated heparin (UFH) has a strong scientific and biological 

rationale that warrants urgent investigation of its therapeutic potential in patients with 

COVID-19. UFH has antiviral effects and prevents the SARS-CoV-2 virus’ entry into 

mammalian cells. In addition, UFH has significant anti-inflammatory and anti-coagulant 

properties, which limit progression of lung injury and vascular pulmonary thrombosis. 

Methods and intervention 

The INHALEd nebulised unfractionated HEParin for the treatment of hospitalised patients 

with COVID-19 (INHALE-HEP) meta-trial is a prospective individual patient data analysis 

of on-going randomised controlled trials and early phase studies. Individual studies are being 

conducted in multiple countries. Participating studies randomise adult patients admitted to the 

hospital with confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection, who do not require immediate mechanical 

ventilation, to inhaled nebulised UFH or standard care. All studies collect a minimum core 

dataset. The primary outcome for the meta-trial is intubation (or death, for patients who died 

before intubation) at day 28. The secondary outcomes are oxygenation, clinical worsening 

and mortality, assessed in time-to-event analyses. Individual studies may have additional 

outcomes. 

Analysis 

We use a Bayesian approach to monitoring, followed by analysing individual patient data, 

outcomes and adverse events. All analyses will follow the intention-to-treat principle, 

considering all participants in the treatment group to which they were assigned, except for 

cases lost to follow-up or withdrawn. 

Trial registration, ethics and dissemination 
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The meta-trial is registered at ClinicalTrials.gov ID NCT04635241. Each contributing study 

is individually registered and has received approval of the relevant ethics committee or 

institutional review board. Results of this study will be shared with the WHO, published in 

scientific journals and presented at scientific meetings.  
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Introduction 

In December 2019, a novel coronavirus (severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, 

SARS-CoV-2) emerged in China and has since spread globally. Nearly 20% of patients with 

coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) experience hypoxaemia, which is the primary reason 

for hospitalisation.[2] A significant proportion of patients admitted to hospital for COVID-19 

develop acute respiratory failure, with 12-24% requiring intubation for invasive mechanical 

ventilation.[3-7] 

The pathophysiology of COVID-19 associated lung injury is characterised by diffuse alveolar 

damage, hyperinflammation, coagulopathy, DNA neutrophil extracellular traps (NETS), 

hyaline membranes and microvascular thrombosis.[8] 

Our group and others have previously outlined the scientific rationale for the use of nebulised 

unfractionated heparin (UFH) as a treatment for COVID-19.[9, 10] Nebulised UFH has anti-

viral, anti-inflammatory, anticoagulant, and mucolytic effects. Our meta-trial of inhaled 

nebulised UFH as a repurposed drug for COVID-19 adheres to the five core principles and 

recommendations as described by the pharmacology community in its ASCEPT-BPS 

statement as follows.[11] Firstly, UFH has demonstrated antiviral activity in pre-clinical 

studies in concentrations relevant for administration to humans. The SARS-CoV-2 Spike S1 

protein receptor binding domain attaches to UFH and undergoes conformational change that 

prevents it from binding to the Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2 (ACE-2) receptor.[12, 13] 

It was recently demonstrated that spike protein binding to human epithelial cells requires 

engagement of both cell surface heparan sulphate (HS) and ACE-2, with HS acting as a co-

receptor for ACE-2 interaction, and UFH blocked the binding and infectivity of SARS-CoV-

2 to human bronchial epithelial cells.[14] The inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 infection of Vero 

E6 cells by an UFH preparation was found to be concentration dependent, occurred at 

https://www.guidetopharmacology.org/GRAC/LigandDisplayForward?tab=summary&ligandId=4214
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therapeutically relevant concentrations and is significantly stronger compared to low 

molecular weight heparins (LMWHs).[15]  

Secondly, the optimal concentrations of UFH can be achieved for the proposed mode of 

administration in the lungs (data on file in the Investigator’s Brochure).  

Thirdly, in our meta-trial we concurrently quantify in vivo dynamics and time course of 

COVID-19. Specifically, we collect and report patient-relevant clinical outcomes including 

rates of intubation, time course of disease progression and mortality. 

Fourthly, previous studies have provided information relevant to posology optimisation for 

the immunomodulatory and anticoagulant effects of inhaled nebulised UFH in acute lung 

injury and acute respiratory distress syndrome, to ensure the appropriate intensity and timing 

of therapy. Animal studies of nebulised UFH in different acute lung injury models have 

consistently shown a positive effect on pulmonary coagulation, inflammation and 

oxygenation.[9] Small human studies indicate that nebulised UFH limits pulmonary fibrin 

deposition, attenuates progression of acute lung injury and hastens recovery.[9] Early-phase 

trials in patients with acute lung injury and related conditions found that nebulised UFH 

reduced pulmonary dead space, coagulation activation, microvascular thrombosis, improved 

lung injury and increased time free of ventilatory support.[16-20] In a pre-pandemic double-

blind randomised study in 256 critically ill ventilated patients, nebulised UFH limited 

progression of lung injury including ARDS and accelerated return to home in survivors.[21] 

The anti-inflammatory effects of inhaled UFH are thought to reduce pulmonary 

hyperinflammation and the generation of DNA NETs, both of which contribute to COVID-19 

lung injury. The anticoagulant actions of nebulised UFH limit fibrin deposition, hyaline 

membrane formation and microvascular thrombosis, which are also important features of 

COVID-19. 
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Finally, our meta-trial is innovative, robustly designed, and combines randomised controlled 

studies to determine efficacy and safety so that the benefit-harm balance of inhaled nebulised 

UFH is identified. We hypothesise that treatment with inhaled nebulised UFH of hospitalised 

patients with COVID-19 limits progression to acute respiratory failure requiring intubation, 

reduces the risk of death, reduces the risk of clinical worsening, and improves oxygenation. 

The collective goal of the proposed meta-trial is to reach a conclusion about the efficacy of 

inhaled UFH in COVID-19 as quickly as possible by pooling information from multiple 

clinical trials not originally configured as a network.[22] This protocol and statistical analysis 

plan manuscript has been prepared in accordance with the Standard Protocol Items: 

Recommendations for Interventional Trials (SPIRIT) 2013 guideline and in accordance with 

published guidelines for the content of statistical analysis plans in clinical trials (Appendix 1 

and 2).[23, 24] 

 

Objective 

The primary objective of the meta-trial is to investigate whether inhaled nebulised UFH in 

hospitalised patients with COVID-19 who do not require immediate invasive mechanical 

ventilation, significantly reduces rates of intubation (or death, for patients who died before 

intubation) at day 28, compared to standard care alone. Primary outcomes for individual 

studies may be different clinical or biochemical endpoints and are listed in the individual trial 

protocols. 

 

Concept and design 

A meta-trial employs prospective pooling of individual patient data from ongoing individual 

clinical trials and early phase studies.[22] The term “meta-trial” refers to a prospective pooled 

analysis planned to streamline data collection from multiple individual trials, allowing for 
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faster accumulation of data for major clinical endpoints during the pandemic.[25] The meta-

trial concept enables researchers to combine the agility of smaller national trials into a much 

larger international project in a short period of time.[25, 26] Meta-trial interim analysis 

enables to detect a positive or negative response to the scientific question as soon as an 

adequate sample size is reached across several countries, thus potentially speeding up the 

research process dramatically.[25, 27, 28] Adherence to methodological standards of 

individual trials represents a guarantee of a high level of overall final quality. Furthermore, 

by estimating the treatment effect across the various trials upfront, the meta-trial may provide 

stronger evidence in favour of external validity and replicability of the individual trials. Our 

meta-trial is designed as a collaborative prospective individual patient data analysis of on-

going investigator-initiated, randomised studies of inhaled nebulised UFH in addition to 

standard care compared to standard care alone in hospitalised patients with confirmed 

COVID-19. 

 

Setting 

This meta-trial includes studies of inhaled nebulised UFH in hospitalised patients with 

COVID-19 who do not immediately require invasive mechanical ventilation. A full list of 

participating institutions is or will be made available in each individual trial record on 

respective trial registries. New studies from other institutions and countries may be added to 

this meta-trial after publication of the meta-trial’s protocol and statistical analysis plan, 

provided the studies meet the eligibility criteria for the meta-trial (patient eligibility criteria, 

intervention, core set of outcome measures). 

 

Study eligibility criteria 
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Individual studies are eligible to be included in this prospective meta-trial if they meet the 

following requirements: 

x Design: Prospective randomised study with an intervention group and a control group 

x Patients: Inclusion and exclusion criteria as described in Table 1 

x Intervention: Inhaled nebulised unfractionated heparin (the dose, frequency, delivery 

method and treatment duration are not specified or prescribed by the meta-trial) 

x Data collection: Able to collect and provide data required for the meta-trial outcomes: 

intubation, death, ratio of oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry to the fraction of 

inspired oxygen (SpO2/FiO2 ratio), modified ordinal clinical scale (Table 2) [29]  

x Ethics: Approval of the protocols and related documents obtained from the relevant 

Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) or Institutional Review Board (IRB) 

prior to the commencement of each individual study. 

 

Recruitment 

Due to the rapidly evolving pandemic situation, we have a strong uncertainty about the pace 

of enrolment. There is likely to be considerable variation in the number of COVID-19 

infections requiring hospitalisation in different regions. The pragmatic pre-specified pooled 

analysis design overcomes recruitment difficulties that could occur in the individual studies 

given the international dynamics of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Research coordinators and investigators at each site and for each study will work with 

clinicians to identify potential candidates for enrolment. Logs will be maintained of patients 

who met the inclusion criteria but were not enrolled, with the reason for exclusion recorded 

on the log. 

 

Interventions 
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Participants assigned to “nebulised UFH” receive nebulised UFH in addition to the standard 

care required as determined by the treating team. The dose, frequency, duration and delivery 

method differ between participating studies as follows:  

x Brazil, USA, UK and Australia: 25,000 IU UFH every 6 hours using a vibrating mesh 

nebuliser (Aerogen Solo), for a maximum of 21 days or until the modified ordinal 

scale is 1 or 2 (Table 2) 

x Egypt: 1000 IU/kg predicted body weight UFH every 6 hours for 7 days using a 

compressed air nebuliser (Beurer IH18) 

x Argentina: 5000 IU UFH every 8 hours for 7 days using a Venturi system connected 

to a full-face mask (Free Breath) fitted with an HMF anti-viral expiratory filter 

Participants assigned to ‘standard care’ will receive the standard care required as determined 

by the treating team and will not be treated with nebulised heparin. 

Nebulised UFH will be withheld if any of the following occurs: 

x The treating physician deems that there is a clinically unacceptable increase in APTT 

x The treating physician deems that there is excessive bloodstaining of respiratory 

secretions 

x There is pulmonary bleeding, major bleeding or suspected or confirmed heparin-

induced thrombocytopaenia (HIT) 

Nebulised UFH will be recommenced if: 

x Having been withheld because the APTT was unacceptably prolonged, the APTT 

becomes acceptable 

x Having been withheld because there was excessive bloodstaining of upper or lower 

respiratory secretions, the bloodstaining of the respiratory secretions has resolved 

x Having been withheld for pulmonary bleeding or major bleeding, the bleeding is 

definitively controlled 
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x Having been withheld for suspected HIT, the patient is found not to have this 

condition 

 

Relevant concomitant care permitted or prohibited during the trial 

Treatment with any or all of the following therapies is permitted during the participating 

studies and not a reason to withhold study medication: deep vein thrombosis prophylaxis with 

UFH or low molecular weight heparin (LMWH); ‘full’ therapeutic dose UFH or LMWH for a 

recognised clinical indication; non-heparin anticoagulants; anti-thrombotic medications; 

protamine; prone positioning; and inhaled nitric oxide. There are no prohibitions during the 

trial. 

 

Provisions for post-trial care 

Post-trial care will be standard care through the standard healthcare system from each 

institution and jurisdiction in each individual study. 

 

Outcome definitions 

Primary outcome 

The primary outcome is intubation (or death, for patients who died before intubation) at day 

28 after randomisation. 

 

Secondary outcomes 

The secondary outcomes are: 

x Survival to day 28; Survival to day 60; and Survival to hospital discharge, censored at 

day 60 
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x Daily ratio of oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry to the fraction of inspired oxygen 

(SpO2/FiO2 ratio, highest and lowest levels) 

x Daily change in modified ordinal score from baseline to day 14 

x Worsening on the modified ordinal scale (see Table 2) at 3, 7 and 14 days 

 

Safety outcomes 

The safety outcomes are as follows: 

x Number who record major bleeding. Major bleeding is defined as: bleeding that 

results in death and/or bleeding that is symptomatic, and occurs in a critical area or 

organ (intra-cranial, intra-spinal, intra-ocular, retroperitoneal, intra-articular, or 

intramuscular with compartment syndrome) and /or bleeding that results in a fall in 

haemoglobin of 20g/L or more, or results in transfusion of two or more units of whole 

blood or red cells. 

x Number who record pulmonary bleeding. Pulmonary bleeding is frank bleeding in the 

lungs, trachea or bronchi with repeated haemoptysis or requiring repeated suctioning 

and associated with acute deterioration in respiratory status. 

x Number who record epistaxis. 

x Number who record HIT. HIT is defined as an unexplained fall in platelet count and a 

positive heparin antibody test. 

x Number who record other adverse events and reactions. Adverse events and reactions 

are those that, in the site Principal Investigator’s judgement, are not part of the 

expected clinical course and could be related (at least possibly) to the study and were 

medically significant or had serious sequelae for the patient. 

 

Process of care assessments 
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Process of care assessments are as follows: 

x Time from hospital admission to randomisation 

x Total cumulative dose of nebulised heparin 

x Days of treatment with nebulised heparin 

x Mean daily APTT among all participants, and among those treated with intravenous 

or subcutaneous unfractionated heparin, and among those not treated with intravenous 

or subcutaneous unfractionated heparin 

x Highest APTT among all participants, and among those treated with intravenous or 

subcutaneous unfractionated heparin, and among those not treated with intravenous or 

subcutaneous unfractionated heparin 

x Days of treatment with each of the following therapies while in the study: 

unfractionated heparin, IV and SC; LMWH, IV and SC; lopinavir-ritonavir; 

remdesivir; hydroxychloroquine; interferon-β; interleukin antagonists; oseltamivir, 

laninamivir, zaninamivir or peramivir; macrolide; non-macrolide antibacterial; 

antifungal; corticosteroid; inotrope or vasopressor infusion; and renal replacement. 

 

Other Outcomes 

Individual studies may have various other primary and secondary outcomes, which are listed 

in the individual study protocols.  

 

Data Collection 

In each study, data will be collected by trained staff under the supervision of the site principal 

investigator using a case report form and data dictionary. Data will be collected at baseline, 

from day 0-14 (blood tests, SpO2/FiO2 ratio, modified ordinal scale); on day 28 and day 60 

(invasive mechanical ventilation status, vital status, discharge status). The detailed list of 
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collected data items and the schedule for data collection are described in the individual study 

protocols. 

De-identified individual patient data from each contributing study will be shared with the 

meta-trial executive committee under a signed data-sharing agreement and stored in a secure 

data collection platform, administered by the Australian National University. Electronic 

information will be kept on password protected computers accessible only to authorised 

personnel. All study material, including case report forms and the study database, will be 

stored for a minimum period of 15 years after the conclusion of the study or for a period as 

required by local laws and regulations. Any paper study material that requires disposal will 

be shredded using a commercial grade shredder or other means that preserves the 

confidentiality of participants. Any electronic data requiring disposal will be thoroughly 

erased from its electronic media. Each participating study will maintain a log of enrolled 

patients that includes patient identifiers. Patient identifiers are not transferred to the meta-trial 

coordinating centre, but it must be possible to reidentify patients by each participating study 

to allow future audit against source documents. 

 

Data management 

Randomisation, allocation concealment and blinding 

All contributing studies are randomised controlled studies. At randomisation each participant 

is assigned to nebulised heparin or standard care in a one-to-one allocation ratio. Allocation 

concealment is performed at the level of each study as specified in the respective study 

protocols. All contributing studies are open label by design. The meta-trial data analysts are 

blinded. Unblinding is permissible when pre-specified Bayesian stopping rules for efficacy or 

safety have been met. 

Data Safety Monitoring Board 
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There is no independent Data Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) for the meta-trial. DSMBs 

are recommended for individual studies and will be specified in the protocols of the 

individual studies if applicable. The INHALE-HEP executive committee and the trial 

statisticians are responsible for Bayesian monitoring of the meta-trial. 

Quality Assurance Monitoring 

Conduct and progress of this meta-trial will be monitored on an ongoing basis by the meta-

trial executive committee. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Principles 

This prospective analysis will be carried out on studies conducted in multiple countries, 

which increases effect size estimates across different conditions as well as the external 

validity of the results. We plan a prospective analysis of individual de-identified patient-level 

data. Common variables from all datasets will be combined to conduct the analysis.  

If consent for participation is withdrawn or consent to continue is not given, the data will not 

be used unless consent to do so is obtained, including for all mortality time points. Analyses 

will be performed by intention-to-treat according to the participants’ randomly allocated 

group, regardless of treatment compliance. These analyses will include participants for whom 

consent to continue is refused but the use of data already collected is allowed, including the 

primary outcome, and will exclude patients who do not fulfil the study entry criteria.[30] 

Missing data will not be imputed. The multilevel models described in the analysis are able to 

handle missing data due to loss to follow-up. Where there are missing observations, the 

number of observations used will be reported. Two-sided hypothesis testing at a significance 

level of 0.05 will be used. No adjustment for multiple tests will be made, with the 

interpretation of the significance of the tests being appropriate for the primary or secondary 
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nature of the outcome. Analyses will be conducted using the Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences (SPSS) Research Engine, Version 24.0 IBM SPSS Statistics or later, and “R” 

version 3.5.0 or later. 

 

Sample Size 

To demonstrate a clinically important reduction in the primary outcome, a sample size of 712 

is required, assuming a decrease in the proportion of patients receiving invasive mechanical 

ventilation from 12% to 6%, with power 80% and a two-sided significance level of 0.05. 

Each individual contributing study may have a different sample size based on their primary 

outcome, which will have been reported on the individual trial registrations. 

 

Monitoring and Interim analyses 

We plan to perform monthly monitoring and analysis of the primary outcome in the 

accumulating data, with use of Bayesian monitoring rules that allow timely decisions without 

the penalties for multiple data looks and alpha spending associated with the classic 

randomised controlled trial monitoring approach. [22, 31, 32] At the first interim analysis, the 

prior distribution of the proportion of patients intubated will be multiplied by the likelihood 

of the observed data to give a posterior distribution of the proportion of patients intubated. At 

each subsequent interim analysis, the previous posterior distribution becomes the new prior, 

and a new posterior distribution of the proportion of patients who were intubated will be 

reported. The pooling of data into the prior distributions and the Bayesian updating of 

posterior distributions prevent the stopping rule from being overly influenced by potential 

bias from differential recruitment rates in different trials. Prespecified monitoring criteria will 

guide the recommendations of the meta-trial’s executive committee. If the probability of a 

difference in proportions of intubated patients in the two groups of 6% or more rises above 
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0.90, then the executive committee can recommend that interim analyses be conducted 

following the methods in the analyses section, to support a decision to stop the meta-trial for 

efficacy. If the probability of a difference in proportions of 6% or more falls below 0.10, then 

the executive committee can recommend that interim analyses be conducted following the 

methods in the analyses section, to support a decision to stop the meta-trial for futility.[32, 

33] 

 

Trial profile 

Patient flow through the meta-trial will be presented in a Consolidated Standards of 

Reporting Trials diagram (Figure 1).[34] We will report the number of patients who meet the 

trial eligibility criteria, the number of patients randomised, and the number of patients in the 

intention-to-treat dataset for whom data are available for evaluation of the primary outcome. 

 

Participant characteristics and baseline comparisons 

Patient characteristics at baseline will be tabulated by treatment group (Table 3). The 

categorical variables will be presented as frequency counts (n) and as a proportion of the 

number of patients with available data (%). Continuous variables will be presented as 

summary statistics for location (mean or median) and variability (standard deviation or 

interquartile range). The total counts for variables with missing data will be indicated. 

 

Analyses 

Primary outcome 

The primary outcome is intubation (or death, for patients who died before intubation) after 

randomisation. This will be assessed in a time to event analysis and a regression analysis of 

the proportion of patients receiving intubation by day 28 after randomisation. 
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Because of the meta-trial design, we use multilevel modelling (patients nested in sites nested 

in trials), with site as a random effect and trial as a fixed effect, along with testing the effect 

of other covariates as collected in the common variable set. The fixed effect of dose and 

device will also be estimated across the sites which use different combinations. The fixed 

effect of country can also be assessed amongst the trials which use the same dose-device 

combination. 

 

We analyse binomial outcomes using multilevel logistic regression, reported as odds ratios 

and 95% confidence intervals. We analyse time to death using multilevel Cox proportional-

hazards regression, reported as hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals. For time to 

intubation, death will be treated as a competing risk. The analysis will compare the cause-

specific hazard in the treatment groups using the same multilevel Cox proportional hazards 

model.[35] Continuous outcomes will be analysed using multilevel linear regression, reported 

as differences in means and 95% confidence intervals. We will present intubation to 28 days 

using a Kaplan–Meier survival curve and compare groups using a stratified log-rank test. 

 

Secondary outcomes 

Secondary outcomes will be analysed with the same analyses as described for the primary 

outcome. 

 

Subgroup analyses 

We plan to undertake subgroup analyses of the following variables: severity of COVID-19 

(according to the PaO2/FiO2 ratio and the modified ordinal scale), duration of intervention, 

time from admission to start of intervention, time from development of symptoms to start of 

intervention, administration of other therapies, age and sex of the patients. 
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Safety outcomes and adverse events 

Adverse events are categorised as “not related”, “unlikely”, “possibly”, “probably” or 

“definitely related” to treatment, as determined by site investigators. Events will be tabulated 

by treatment group and reported as frequency counts (n) and proportions (%). 

 

Future analyses 

Individual studies contributing to the meta-trial may be analysed and published separately as 

per the original protocols of these studies. We will consider conducting hypothesis-generating 

exploratory analyses other than those pre-specified above to further evaluate the impact of 

nebulised heparin on outcomes in this dataset. Any such analyses conducted after knowing 

the main results of the INHALE-HEP meta-trial will be cautiously interpreted and clearly 

indicated in any subsequent publications. 

 

Ethics and dissemination 

All contributing studies and the meta-trial will be performed in accordance with the ethical 

principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. Approval of the protocols and related documents 

will be obtained from the relevant Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) or 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) prior to the commencement of each individual study. These 

authorisations will include data inclusion in the pooled analysis. The investigators of the 

individual studies will ensure that all HREC/IRB conditions for the conduct of each study are 

met and that all requisite information is submitted to the responsible HREC/IRB. Any 

protocol modifications will be communicated timely to relevant parties, including 

investigators and HREC/IRBs. 
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The individual study protocols outline the process and requirements for obtaining patients’ 

consent to participate in their study and as required by local laws and regulations. 

The results of this study will be provided to the WHO, published in peer-reviewed medical 

journals and presented to the medical community and other stakeholders. 

 

Study status 

At the time of submitting for publication, the studies in Argentina, Egypt and Brazil are 

recruiting patients. Preparations for the studies in the USA, UK and Australia are underway. 

 

Conclusion 

Nebulised UFH has a strong scientific and biological rationale, and warrants urgent 

investigation of its therapeutic potential, for COVID-19. This investigator-initiated 

international individual patient data meta-trial of randomised controlled trials and early phase 

studies investigates the efficacy and safety of nebulised UFH, on relevant outcomes in 

patients who are hospitalised for COVID-19. Our pre-specified meta-trial protocol and 

statistical analysis plan was prepared before completion of patient recruitment and data 

collection. The protocol provides a detailed description of the principles and methods for 

analysing and reporting the trial results and is in keeping with best research practice.   
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Figure 1. CONSORT diagram of participants in the INHALE-HEP meta-trial 
  

Assessed for eligibility (n=  ) 
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x Not meeting inclusion criteria (n=  ) 
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x Excluded from analysis (give reasons) (n=  ) 

Lost to follow-up (give reasons) (n=  ) 
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Allocated to nebulised unfractionated heparin (n=  ) 
x Received allocated intervention (n=  ) 
x Did not receive allocated intervention 
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Table 1: Patient eligibility criteria for enrolment in studies contributing to the INHALE-HEP 
meta-trial 
 

Inclusion criteria Age 18 years or older  

Currently admitted to hospital 

There is a PCR positive sample for SARS-CoV-2 within the past 21 days. The sample can be a nasal or 

pharyngeal swab, sputum, tracheal aspirate, bronchoalveolar lavage, or another sample from the patient 

Modified ordinal clinical scale 3-5 

Exclusion criteria Intubated and on mechanical ventilation, or requiring immediate intubation as per the treating clinician’s 

assessment 

Heparin allergy or heparin-induced thrombocytopaenia 

APTT > 120 seconds, not due to anticoagulant therapy and does not correct with administration of fresh 

frozen plasma 

Platelet count < 20 x 109 per L 

Pulmonary bleeding or uncontrolled bleeding 

Pregnant or might be pregnant 

Acute brain injury that may result in long-term disability 

Myopathy, spinal cord injury, or nerve injury or disease with a likely prolonged incapacity to breathe 

independently e.g. Guillain-Barre syndrome 

Treatment limitations in place, i.e. not for intubation, not for ICU admission 

Death is imminent or inevitable within 24 hours 

Clinician objection 

Refusal of participant (person responsible) consent 

 

PCR, polymerase chain reaction; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; APTT, 

activated partial thromboplastin time; ICU, intensive care unit 
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Table 2. Modified Ordinal Clinical Scale for COVID-19 
 

Modified Ordinal Scale 
1 Not hospitalised 
2 Hospitalised, not requiring supplemental oxygen and no longer requiring medical care for 

COVID-19 
3 Hospitalised not requiring supplemental oxygen but needing medical care for COVID-19 
4 Hospitalised requiring supplemental oxygen 
5 Hospitalised requiring non-invasive ventilation or high flow oxygen 
6 Hospitalised requiring intubation and mechanical ventilation or ECMO 
7 Death 

 
COVID-19, Coronavirus Disease 2019; ECMO, Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation 
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Table 3. Presentation of Baseline Characteristics of the Patients 
 

 Nebulised Heparin Control Group All Patients 

Demographics    

Age (years) mean ±SD, n =  mean ±SD, n =  

Males n (%), n =  n (%), n =  

Place of residence    

- Home  n (%), n = n (%), n =  

- Nursing or chronic care facility n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Body habitus    

Body mass index (kg/m2) mean ±SD, n =  mean ±SD, n =  

Comorbid conditions    

Tobacco smoking     

- Current n (%), n = n (%), n =  

- Previous n (%), n = n (%), n =  

- Never n (%), n = n (%), n =  

COPD n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Asthma n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Diabetes mellitus n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Hypertension n (%), n = n (%), n =  

COVID-19 Duration    

Time from symptom onset (days) mean ±SD, n =  mean ±SD, n =  

Time from hospital admission (days) mean ±SD, n =  mean ±SD, n =  

Other risk factors for lung injury    

Non-COVID pulmonary sepsis n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Non-COVID non-pulmonary sepsis n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Inhalation of food or gastric contents n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Inhalation of smoke or airborne toxins n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Sternotomy, thoracotomy or laparotomy n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Pancreatitis    

COVID-19 Therapies    

Lopinavir-Ritonavir n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Remdesivir n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Interferon n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Interleukin antagonist n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Hydroxychloroquine n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Macrolide n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Corticosteroid n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Non-COVID-19 therapies    

Oseltamivir n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Antibacterial (non-macrolide) n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Antifungal n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Heparin therapies (IV and/or SC)    

Unfractionated heparin n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Unfractionated heparin dose mean ±SD, n =  mean ±SD, n =  

Enoxaparin n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Enoxaparin dose mean ±SD, n =  mean ±SD, n =  

Tinzaparin n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Tinzaparin dose mean ±SD, n =  mean ±SD, n =  

Other LMWH n (%), n = n (%), n =  

Other LMWH dose mean ±SD, n =  mean ±SD, n =  

LMWH, any type n (%), n = n (%), n =  

 
 


